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Informed Health Choices is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International license.
You are free to:
• Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
• Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material
• The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the
license terms
Under the following terms:
• Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any
reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor
endorses you or your use.
• NonCommercial — You may not use the material for commercial
purposes.
• ShareAlike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you
must distribute your contributions under the same license as the
original.
• No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms
or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing
anything the license permits.
This is a summary, not a substitute for the license.
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We created this guide to support people who are planning
and carrying out translations of the Health Choices Book (or
other IHC learning resources). More specifically, this guide
is about choosing a technical approach and working with
the different types of files.
It is one of several contextualisation guides:
Guides

Description

Market analysis

This document is an analysis of Norwegian primary and secondary
schools, that can be used as a starting point for planning similar
analyses in other settings. We explored:
- the demand for learning resources for teaching students to think
critically about health claims and choices;
- where teaching these skills best fits in the curriculum, and
- market conditions for introducing this into schools, including the
availability of time, who the decision-makers are, and what
influences their decisions.

Translating and
adapting guide

Step-wise plan for carrying out translations and/or adaptations of
the Health Choices Book. Appendices include FAQ, examples of
feedback collection methods and of a diffusion plan.

Resource production
guide*

Technical details about using the PDF and InDesign files for
creating translated primary school resources, as well as software
considerations and other technical information, such as printer
specifications

Piloting school
resources

Protocol template that can be used for describing and planning
pilots of school resources. Large appendix folder, including
templates for collecting feedback and detailed user testing
instructions.

Claim evaluation tool
guide

Manual for preparing a test or questionnaire based on the Claim
Evaluations Tools database.

Translating and
adapting podcast

Step-wise plan and materials for carrying out translations and/or
adaptations of the podcast

* Resource production does not happen in isolation – it will always be in the context of
translating or adapting, or piloting translated resources.
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Two different production approaches
When we created the original English languages primary school learning
resources for the Informed Health Choices project, we produced the final
versions of the resources using professional illustration and design software
(Adobe Photoshop and InDesign).
When we later wanted to make the resources available for contexualisation by
other teams, such as enabling translation to other languages, we felt that
entering text in Adboe InDesign would require funds and skills that many teams
might not have. So we developed another approach that only requires the use of
Adobe Acrobat (free software) and Microsoft Word for translating and adapting
text.
Although this solution is pragmatic for carrying out a translation, it has some
limitations.
Therefore we developed two different approaches to using the pre-prepared
files for translation and adaption – one ‘Basic production’ using only PDF and
Word files for the whole process, and one ‘Advanced production’ using InDesign
and Photoshop to create final resources after carrying out a translation with the
PDF and Word files.
We recommend that teams who can afford the necessary software licensing
and fonts, and have means to bring on a person skilled in these programs, plan
to carry out the ‘Advanced production’ approach for final reproduction of the
resources. This is because it affords teams most control over the text and
produces the best final result. However, the Basic production is likely the best
starting point for all teams to carry out the translation of the text. (The basic
files are also high enough resolution for offset printing, for instance for use in
pilots, but we recommend using the Advanced production approach for large
scale printing.)

Short description of BASIC production
The BASIC production is for language translation and, if necessary, minor
adaptations to the text, such as changing names in the story or examples in the
teacher’s guide.
For teams who do not have the resources to use InDesign, we created a set of
pre-prepared translatable PDF files for Acrobat Reader. Acrobat Reader is a free
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program that anyone can download. In these files, the English text is removed,
and replaced with Acrobat ‘form fields’ where a translator can enter text.

From field for entering text in PDF

This approach to creating a translated resource can be used with all the files,
except the Teacher’s guide due to the more complex layout. Therefore, we
developed a simplified Teacher’s guide as a text document in Word, which can
be translated or altered further using Word. This document has no images or
graphic layout elements.
Left: Original Teacher’s Guide.
Complex page layout including
imbedded pages from children’s book
and vertical chapter labels
Right: Page from simplified
Teacher’s Guide

Short description of ADVANCED production
The ADVANCED production approach is for producing high quality final file
results, for those teams with enough resources to spend on using professional
illustration and design software.
There are several advantages to using the ADVANCED production approach:
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Better layout in Teacher’s Guide: As described above, using InDesign maintains
the original full-colour layout of the teacher’s guide, with photos, colourful
graphics and embedded pages from the Children’s book.
Typographic and image control: There is more typographic control over the text
using InDesign than using Acrobat. Additionally, there may be advantages when
using fonts with non-Latin characters. It is also easy to replace images.
Translation of drawn English words in the images: Some of the drawings have
English language words embedded in the image itself (such as the signs on the
wall in the doctors’ clinic).

The languages in these images be redrawn to your language in Photoshop and
then re-imported into InDesign, replacing the original images. This approach
results in a more complete translation across all elements to your language,
with no traces of English left in the image details.
What resources are required?
- License for Adobe InDesign software
- Someone with skills to use the program
- Font licences (Duper and Source Sans pro) or suitable alternative fonts.
For re-drawing images that have embedded English text:
- License for the Adobe Photoshop software (or equivalent)
- Someone with skills to use the program
Even if you are going to use the ADVANCED approach to create the final files, we
think it might be helpful to do the translation with the PDF and Word files first.
This is because the translator can readily see the translated text in context with
the comic book images, and get a direct sense of how much space is available.

What approach should our team chose?
Teams may choose different approaches, depending on the scope of their
project, and the resources they have available at the time they start. Some teams
start with little or no funding, and carry out BASIC production while applying
for funding. Others begin with the ADVANCED approach, because of
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typographical considerations (using a non-latin alphabet for instance). Here are
some of the possible configurations:
-

Translation + production (BASIC)
Translation + production (BASIC) + production (ADVANCED)
Translation + production (BASIC) + production (ADVANCED) + printing
Translation + production (BASIC) + printing (not recommended)
Printing (without Translation + Production)

Other approaches, such as major adaptations
Any larger changes to the drawings (for instance, redrawing a whole chapter
based on a change in the story narrative, or changing the characters altogether)
would be considered a ‘major adaptation’. No teams have as yet opted to do this,
so this process is not covered in this document.
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BASIC production
The BASIC production is for language translation and, if necessary, minor
adaptations to the text, such as changing names in the story or examples in the
teacher’s guide.
Programs: Acrobat Reader and Word
Layout file types: .pdf and .docx

Files
All files are in a folder called ‘ihc translation → ihc translation BASIS’ on my
Google drive. Contact the Oslo team (Sarah Rosenbaum) for access link.
‘TRANSLBASIS PDF’ folders: Use these files to enter translations. Download a
copy locally to your computer.
‘inENGLISH’ folders: These are the original English language versions, for text
reference when translating.
Children’s book folder: For the children’s book, you can either work with a
single large PDF that contains all the pages in one file, or with a set of ten
smaller PDFs where each file is a separate lesson.
We did this because the files are high resolution for printing, and that makes the
single book file a very large size, which can create problems in places with poor
internet connectivity. Additionally, translation work flow might require using
individual files for each lesson.
If you use separate lesson files, the Oslo team will merge them at the end of your
translation. We make a copy of this file, add the cover pages and reduce its size
to use for online distribution (for Children’s book and Exercise book).
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Using files
The TRANSLBASIS PDF files have form fields where you can enter text.

The yellow question marks indicate a note for translator teams. You can delete
them before final production, but if they are left in the document, they will not
print.
Text format
The blue text fields have been pre-formatted to specific fonts, styles, sizes,
alignment and colours. For standard body text, we have used a font that is
available on all computers, and a size that is a bit smaller than font size used in
the English version, to provide some extra space:
Helvetica regular, 11 pts, black colour
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We made the text fields as large as we could within the limits of the drawing and
page layout, to accommodate translated texts that take more space than English.
If you have made changes to text format and you want to return back to the
default size/formatting of the text field, do the following:
- Mark all the text in that field
- Delete it by choosing “cut” (or ctrl X). Merely deleting the text with the
delete or backspace key will not restore the default formatting.
- Place the cursor elsewhere on the page, outside of that text field.
- Then place the cursor back in the text field and begin to type.
Now the original formatting should have returned.
Font style
Acrobat Reader has controls that allow you to make a text bold, regular, italic or
bold italic:
- Mark text
- Right-click on the mouse to see a drop down menu
- Choose “text style”
- Choose text style: bold, italic, underline, superscript, subscript or “clear
formatting” which will make the text normal weight

(This image is taken from a Mac. The functionality might be different on a PC)

Acrobat Reader doesn’t give you controls to change the font family (e.g. from
Helvetica to Calibri), text alignment (centred, left, right) or text colour. If you
want to do that, use the same work-around described in the next paragraph.
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Text space
There are no explicit controls in Acrobat Reader to change the text size in a preset text field. But there is a simple work-around that you can use to reduce the
font size if your text is too long:
- In a different document (e.g. Word), enter the text that is too long
- Change the size of that text (e.g. reduce the size from 11pt to 10 pt)
- Copy the text and paste it back into the text field in the PDF
The pasted text will remain 10 pt size.
We have already taken steps to allow for languages the build more in length
than English by:
- drawing larger speech bubbles than needed for English wherever possible
- leaving white space for longer texts on pages with body text
- using a smaller font size (11pt) in the default PDF formatting than in the
original English version (12pt).
However, if your language still cannot fit in the allotted fields, you should
consider using the ‘Advanced’ production approach with InDesign. Then you
will have much more control over the text box sizes and font sizes yourself.
Other techniques might include using a font that is narrower than Helvetica.
More complicated technical options:
If you still are having trouble, consider planning a production work flow that
includes enlarging the whole book at the end when it is printed. For instance,
instead of producing the children’s book in the original format 18 x 24 cm, you
would ask the printer to enlarge the final PDF to 116% when printing it, so that
it fills up the width of a larger paper format, such as A4. (The images are in a
high enough resolution that they should tolerate this much enlargement of the
file.) With this approach, you can use a smaller font size in the PDFs without
sacrificing readability, because the text will be enlarged later. For instance: if
you use 9 pt font size for the translation, then enlarge the whole document by
116% in production, this will result in a font size of about 10.5 pt in the final
book.
To enter text in a smaller font size, use the copy/paste technique from Word
described above.
If you are going to use this method, you should speak to your printer about early
on, in case there are other considerations.
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Finalising files
When you have final versions of your translated files that are ready to be
published online (or printed though we don’t recommend this for large scale
production), the following issues remain:
- ISBN
- Optimization for online publishing
- Optimization for printing
- Archiving final files
- Publishing on IHC website
When the steps below are finished, any text or other changes to the files will be
extremely time consuming to carry out and may not be prioritized by the Oslo
team. Therefore, good proofreading routines should be in place throughout the
work.
ISBN
Responsibility: Oslo team
The Norwegian Institute of Public Health is the publisher of IHC learning
resources, unless other agreements have been made. The Oslo team will contact
the institute’s library and register an ISBN number when you are finished with
your translation. This needs to be entered in the colophones.
Optimizing for online publishing
Cover and poster files
Responsibility: Oslo team
When using the PDF files, some pages that are dependent on an optimal layout
end up with a typographic result that doesn’t look very good or is difficult to
read. In particular, this is the case for the Children’s book cover (especially the
inside cover pages) and the Poster. So if you are using the Basic approach, the
Oslo team will recreate these files for you using InDesign, and export them to
PDF, to improve the final result.

Children’s book (merge in a single pdf)
Responsibility: translation teams
If translation teams have worked with the set of separate lesson files for the
Children’s book (as opposed to the single large file), and they aren’t going later
create final files in InDesign, the Oslo team will merge these separate lesson
files. The translation team then needs to proofread the book again to make sure
no texts changed as a result of merging.
Cover (merge with content)
13 IHC school resources process evaluation protocol

Responsibility: Oslo team
The books and cover files need to be merged to create one complete PDF
document for online publishing, where the first two pages are cover file pages 1
and 2, and the last two pages are cover file page 3 and 4. For the BASIC
production, this is relevant for the Children’s book and the Exercise book.
Final files (Acrobat Pro)
Responsibility: Oslo team
The final merged documents need to be run through an optimization process in
Acrobat Pro before publishing online, in order to make sure all fonts are
embedded in the final PDF:
- Open file in Acrobat pro
- Go to: File/Save as other/Optimized pdf...
- In the window that opens up, click on "Fonts" in left menu, to make sure all
fonts are embedded
- Save
Optimizing for printing
Responsibility: Oslo team
The final merged documents need to be saved for printing:
- Open file in Acrobat pro
- Go to: File/Save as Other/Press-Ready PDF (PDF/X)
- Save
For printing specifications and more information for printers about the files, see
section below called “Printing”.
Archiving final files
Responsibility: Oslo team and translation team
The Oslo team will keep archive three sets of files:
1. Original finished translation files, before merging and handling
2. Final and optimized files for online publishing
3. Final and saved for printing
The translation team should also archive their own sets of original and final
optimized and printer-ready files, in clearly labelled folders with dates.
Publishing final files on the IHC web site
Responsibility: Oslo team
The Oslo team will publish the final files on the country/language page of the
IHC web site.
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ADVANCED production
The ADVANCED production approach is for producing high quality final file
results, for those teams with enough resources to spend on using professional
illustration and design software.
Layout Program: Adobe InDesign
Image program: Adobe Photoshop
Preparing files for online publishing: Adobe Acrobat Pro
Additional resources: Duper and Source Sans pro font families

Files
All files for translation are in a folder called ‘ihc translation’ on my Google drive.
Contact the Oslo team (Sarah Rosenbaum) for access link.
‘TRANSLBASIS INDESIGN’ folders: Download a copy locally to your computer
and work with them there. Each folder includes:
- .indd file for use with Adobe InDesign CC 2019 or newer
- .idml file file that should be compatible with older versions of the program
(in folder called “For earlier versions of InDesign”)
- Links folder containing all images
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Using files
Covers and contents
Book covers and book content are in separate folders. There are two versions of
book cover files: one for printing with front and back covers on the same “page”
with a 13mm spine space between them, and one for online publishing organized
as single pages and no spine.

Cover file with 13” spine space added

Cover file with no spine

Organisation in the file
Images and texts
The images and texts are on different layers in the InDesign file, making it easier
to work with the material. By locking the layers that contain images, you can be
certain that you don’t move anything around unintentionally while working
with the text.

Click here to lock
and unlock layers
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Text embedded in the drawings (Photoshop)
As explained earlier, some of the drawings have English language words
embedded in the image itself (such as the signs on the wall in the doctors’
clinic).

There are so many images in the book, it can be difficult to find the files for the
ones you want to redraw. You can identify an image in InDesign by:
- Opening the ‘Links’ window in InDesign (Window/Links)
- Mark the desired image in the layout by clicking on it (if you can’t mark it,
check the layer window, to make sure its layer is unlocked)
- When marked, the file name for that image will be highlighted in the Links
window.
- Right-click on that highlighted file name
- Choose Edit with/Adobe Photoshop
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If you use this method, you will be editing directly on the image that is imported
into the InDesign file, so you won’t need to replace it after saving. But you will
need to update the image after editing it: in the Links window, double-click on
the file name after you are finished in Photoshop (you will see a yellow triangle
warning you that you need to update any image you have changed).
Since you will be working on the image itself instead of a copy, you should make
a copy of the layer you are working on when you are in Photoshop, so you can
go back to the original if you make any mistakes.
Teacher’s guide
The Teacher’s guide has the pages of the Children’s book embedded in each
lesson. So the Children’s book should be completely finished before you can
import it into Teacher’s guide.
To import the pages, use the final PDF of the Children’s book, print resolution.
You don’t need to create separate files for each page – when you “place” an
image in InDesign from a PDF with multiple pages, you will get a window asking
you to specify which PDF page you want to use.
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Finalising files
When you have final versions of your translated files that are ready to be
published online or printed, the following issues remain:
- ISBN
- Optimization for online publishing
- Optimization for printing
- Optimization for copy machines or desk-top printing
- Archiving final files
- Publishing on IHC website
When the steps below are finished, any text or other changes to the files will be
extremely time consuming to carry out. Therefore, good proofreading routines
should be in place throughout the work.
ISBN
Responsibility: Oslo team
The Norwegian Institute of Public Health is the publisher of IHC learning
resources, unless other agreements have been made. The Oslo team will contact
the institute’s library and register an ISBN number when you are finished with
your translation. This needs to be entered in the colophon.
Optimizing for online publishing
Responsibility: Translation team
Creating PDF files
Export to PDF from InDesign, using the PDF pre-set “Smallest File Size”
This creates low resolution files for displaying on the web, an intranet, or for
email distribution. This set of options uses compression, downsampling, and a
relatively low image resolution. It converts all colours to sRGB and embeds
fonts. These PDF files can be opened in Acrobat 5.0 and Acrobat Reader 5.0 and
later.
Cover (merge with content)
Before publishing online, book content and their covers need to be merged to
create one PDF file, where the first two pages are cover file pages 1 and 2, and
the last two pages are cover file page 3 and 4. For the ADVANCED production,
this is relevant for the Children’s book, Exercise book and Teacher’s guide.
Use Adobe Acrobat Pro:
- Create low resolution PDFs optimized for online viewing (previous step)
- Combine cover and book to one document (File/Create/Combine files into
a single PDF
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- Move the cover page 3 and 4 to the end of the document (Tools/Organize
Pages)
- save, and give the file a name that includes information clearly
differentiating it from the original or printing files, such as “ForScreen”
or “low resolution” or “lowres”
- Do not use these files for printing!
Optimization for printing
Responsibility: Translation teams
We recommend that you contact your printer and obtain instructions about
how they want you to export files from InDesign to PDF. This may entail
choosing specific pre-sets, or customizing a pre-set. Every printer is a little
different in this regard.
If you don’t get any specific instructions, export to PDF from InDesign using the
PDF pre-set “Press Quality” for printing. This creates PDF files for high-quality
print production (for example, for digital printing or for separations to an
imagesetter or platesetter.
For printing specifications and more information for printers about the files, see
section below called “Printing”.
Optimization for copy machines or desk-top printing
Responsibility: Translation teams
If you want to create files that will have a good enough resolution for copying or
for desktop printing, use the InDesign PDF export pre-set “High Quality Print”.
See also Adobe’s information about exporting pre-sets for different uses:
https://helpx.adobe.com/indesign/using/exporting-publishing-pdf.html
Archiving final files
Responsibility: Translation team and Oslo team
The translation team has responsibility for providing the Oslo team with copies
of their files for archiving:
1. Original finished translation files, before merging and handling
2. Final and optimized files for online publishing
3. Final and saved for printing
The translation team should also archive their own sets of original and final
optimized and printer-ready files, in clearly labelled folders with dates.
For guidance on labeling folders and files for archiving, see Appendix 1.
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Publishing on the IHC web site
Responsibility: Oslo team
The Oslo team will publish the final files on the country/language page of the
IHC web site.

Printing
If you are going to print books, you should contact a printer early on so you can
make a schedule that takes printers’ needs into consideration.
Use the printer’s specification document as a starting point (Appendix 2).
Printer
- Fill in the printers specification for the items you want to print
- Send it to at least 3 different printers. Prices will likely vary a lot. Large
printing companies tend to be cheaper for large editions of books. Your
institute might have pre-negotiated agreements with printers; check
with your communication department.
- Get a contact person at the printer, and always go through that person
when communicating with them.
- Consult printers about how much production time they need. For a large
edition of books they may need one month.
- Consider where you will store books, if ordering a large amount.
- Consider how you will distribute books, if ordering a large amount or for
many schools.
- Printers can usually organize both storage and distribution for a fee.
- If you get a bid from a printer several months before you intend to print, it
might be a good idea to lock the price in (if they will agree to it). This is
because, for a large edition of books, paper is the highest cost, and the
price of paper fluctuates like a stock market share. So although you might
risk locking it in when the market price is up, your printing cost will be
predictable.
- If you are printing one edition now, but expect to be printing more books
later, let the printer know so they can save the printing plates. This will
save you money on the next edition.
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Printing checklist
Before printing
- Ask printer how you should export the file to PDF for their production
flow. (See previous section).
- Obtain a proof of the book after delivering the file to the printer before
they start printing. This may be in colour or look like a blue print. Check
this carefully! You are responsible for making the printer aware of any
mistakes that show up in the proof. The printer may want you to sign
and date it, as proof that you have checked it. Look for things like this:
o Text, images, graphic elements that have disappeared
o Text segments that are incomplete (some text isn’t showing up)
o Fonts that don’t display correctly
o Pages that disappear
o Page placement & order (all odd-numbered pages should be on
the right side, even-numbered on the left)
o Colours that are distorted (if you have a coloured proof)
During printing
It is reasonable tell the printer you want to be present when they start your
printing job, so you can check the colours. For instance, in the Children’s book,
the skin colour can easily get distorted, become too dark (so the eyes don’t show
up well) or turn greenish or orangish. If you are present at the printing, you can
check the first batch of pages and discuss things that don’t look right to you with
the printer. If it is something like the skin colour is repeated throughout the
book, together you can establish an approved colour tone that the printer uses
as a target for the rest of the pages.
After printing
Check books that have been delivered, for any problems. For instance:
- Can you open the books all the way without pages falling out? (binding glue
not working)
- Are there smudges on the book covers from the book on top of it? (printing
ink not dry enough before binding – this is very common if you have a
really tight deadline and rush the printer to deliver)
- Are there many books with bent pages (sloppy packaging)
- Did you get the right number of books/boxes?
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Appendices
Appendices to this document can be found here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8u0bj7v3iuzi3io/AACNTjDiS0v7OnEnCyqQx76
Qa?dl=0
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